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  Across
 1  Language school opened 

by Republican state (8)
 11 Repeatedly check bones in 

historical operation (10)
 14 Sweet red Dutch  

headwear (8)
 16 US city king boxes to 

unwind (5)
 17 Blotto man does spirits (7)
 18 Animal in vehicle, one 

about to get skinned (7)
 23 Hangs from small  

steep rocks (6)
 24 American English crudely 

translated☺? (6)
 31 Linked quartet of women 

in Italy chasing opera 
conductor (9)

 33 Portent consuming 
regularly at-risk crew (7)

 34 Bug base following  
plot (7)

 36 Maxim gun discharged 
over Middle East (5)

 39 Back into car crash – end 
of insurance schedule? (10)

 40 Cheers a couple of  
extras (3-3)

  
  Down
 1 Fast beat nothing held  

up (7)
 2 Lamb’s poor – rat taken 

from laboratory before 
cooking (7)

 3 In Greece, Diana  
satisfied about dividing 
out-of-bounds church 
community (7)

 4 Scholar in front having 
cracked simple exam (6)

 7 Corsica developed variable 
egalitarian system (8)

 8 Smooth, affected, naïve 
barons (3-8)

 9 Soon Musk perhaps 
interrupts some work (7)

 10 Route changes between 
ends of destinations (7)

 12 Dash of violet in indigo 
block (5)

 15 Bank of Scotland runs 
into former UK defence 
contractor (4)

 20 Grass, half of which is 
dope (4)

 21 Conservative plugs  
swine (4)

 22 Mystery resolved about 
mass balance (8)

 24 Small element of  
pride? (4,3)

 25 Setter’s lines containing 
mature figures of  
speech (7)

 27 Plant employees 
northbound, entering 
expanded major road? (7)

 28 Nails up favourite scrap  
of news (7)

 29 Goat on heat, initially  
with vigour (5-2)

 30 Camera setting shows 
stone clasped by  
peacock (1-4)

 31 Web covered by statute  
law (4)

 32 Adjust recent focus (6)
 35 Divine Caledonian spring 

close to Skye (4)

A first prize of £30 and two 
runners-up prizes of £20 for the 
first correct solutions opened on 
27 November 2023. Please scan 
or photograph entries and email 
them (including the crossword 
number in the subject field) to 
crosswords@spectator.co.uk,  
or post to: Crossword 2630, 
The Spectator, 22 Old Queen 
Street, London SW1H 9HP. 
Please allow six weeks for 
prize delivery. 

Crossword 
2630: Souvenir  
by CheeseCracker

Mixity, maxity nullity comes.
Patiently pensical, gleanerly seasonal
Mind lubby jubby by bumblebee hums.
Clarificational, now meditational,
Huggledy cuddledy, musily kissed.
Valete visiting voices nonsensical:
My ode shall open with: Season of mists! 
Frank McDonald

Dame Edith Sitwell in autumnal colours
Ascending a staircase one Octember Eve,
Bewailing the absence of fire-hearted lovers:
A windfall of gusts descant high in the eaves.

Ear-trumpet ochre and All Hallows scarlet,
Commingle with browns of innumerable hue;
The dress sheathing Edith glows fit for a starlet,
The wane toward winter all hers to construe.
 
Jangling stanzas and strange incantations
Issue from Edith like rivers in spate.
Autumn is fruitful; her ripened gestations
Emerge into air freshly crisped for the freight.

Bonfire to firework, up out through a skylight,
Edith ascending, declaiming her verse,
Meeting, arms beating the six o’clock twilight,
Winds fit to whisk her to winter and worse.
Adrian Fry

Beware the wombly wind that weaves
And whipples through the trumbling trees,
A glumping glip for raking leaves
And frimping anti-freeze.
 
A time for troles of tricky treaters;
Thermal thrumps and slothy socks,
Hoving up the humptious heaters  
Clumping back the clocks.
 
Cast aside your flimsy flabbers
While the skies are grimsome grey,
Date a doc for fluey jabbers,
Cry baloo belay.
 
Days truncated, darksome, drear,
View the vormidness with dread,
After autumn’s grume, prepare
For wintrous wodes ahead.
Sylvia Fairley

Because it was autumn, the leaves said farewell
…and leapt from their branches like Biles
artfully seeming to float as they fell
…into scattered, compostable piles,

and a bear, still awake, was seeking a cave
…to serve as its wintertime haven,
as a little girl’s mother said, ‘Don’t misbehave
…or I won’t let you dress like a raven,’

when out of the blue, or I should say the white,
…for the sky was as pale as a pearl,
a raven came soaring, a comical sight,
…for the bird was dressed up like a girl.
Robert Schechter

NO. 3327: IN SHORT

You are invited to submit a rough resumé of 
the plot of a Shakespeare play such as might 
have been attempted by a well-known fiction-
al character of your choice (please specify). 
Email entries of up to 150 words to lucy@
spectator.co.uk by midday on 22 November.

SOLUTION TO 2627: CHRONICLED LIVES   

The eight unclued answers are names which appear in 
Anthony Trollope’s Chronicles of Barsetshire.

First prize Pam Bealby, Stockton-on-Tees 
Runners-up Bill Ellison, Caversham, Reading;  
Peter Moody, Fareham, Hants

Name     
 
Address     

    

    

    

  

The 37 and 38 evoke 16D 
22A/26, once 19 26, the 19 being 
6 at the 41 5, 41 26 and 41 13.  
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